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Motivations Practical efforts in the formalization of mathematical results have naturally led to
the question of how to manage large repositories of proofs, i.e. what is the daily workflow of users of
a proof assistant. How does one elaborate a formal proof? What kind of a posteriori modification
is he prone to doing? What do these modifications imply on the validity of the whole edifice or,
the other way around, how does one rely on existing work to build up new results? Many of these
questions remain largely unanswered, but the tendency seems to be to adapt existing methods coming
from software development, as illustrated for example by the introduction of modules, file-based
scripts and separate compilation in proof assistants like Coq [Coq Development Team, 2008] or
Matita [Asperti et al., 2007], the use of dependency management tools (Make) or version control
system (GIT, Subversion) to build and manage versions of a project. Both for the development of
proofs or programs, these tools attempt to cope with the fact that most of a mathematician or
programmer’s time is actually spent editing, not writing.
We believe that these tools are not adapted for the new, demanding requirements of proof
developments. Indeed, whereas compilation of a program is usually fast enough for the programmer
to rely on the usual interaction loop ((edit; compile)*; commit)*, the operation of proof checking is
usually too expensive computationally to mimic this workflow. But even beyond the time factor, this
“traditional” way of formalizing mathematics hinders the process of mathematical discovery process:
once a concept contained in a file is compiled, it is considered frozen and any changes to it require
the recompilation of the whole file; the linearity of the development also gives no room for alternate,
inequivalent definitions. This fact has nonetheless been shown to be crucial to the mathematical
discovery process [Lakatos, 1964], and we believe that they should be taken into account in the
realization of mathematical assistants.
In fact, although dedicated tools exist to formalize the description of languages and their
metatheory (e.g. Twelf, [Pfenning and Schu¨rmann, 1999]), and substantial formalizations have been
undertaken [Lee et al., 2007], we still use legacy tools based on text representation to manage our
developments. The general goal exposed here is to replace this tool chain and make it language-aware,
both on a syntactic side through the use of abstract syntax trees (AST) instead of concrete syntax,
and on a semantic side by using typing to ensure repository consistency.
We propose to discuss a small part of these questions, namely the enhancement and adaptation
of version control paradigms to the management of mathematical repositories, to witness with
more precision the impact of changes. Following the Type Theory approach, our work is based on
an algebra of expressive types that are meant to assign precise specifications to object-level term
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constructors and, in the meantime, capture fine-grained dependencies between these objects.
We will describe some of the possible directions to develop a tool to analyze the impact of changes
through types. It involves at its core a typed description language for repositories, and is strongly
related to incremental type-checking: only differences between versions are type-checked and not
the entire development. In the first iteration of this project, we focus on a static, or data-driven
model for repositories inspired by the repository model of GIT.
A core language to describe typed repositories The kernel of our system is a type-checker
algorithm for a typed meta-language. In this language, we will declare both the syntax of the
object (proof-)language and its typing rules, and define pieces of syntax (our proofs, potentially with
omitted informations) and their derivations (fully explicit application of typing rules). Describing
transformations among syntax objects is done by sharing common subterms or subderivations.
Representing syntax and logics is nicely done in a logical framework like LF: both the syntactic
elements and the typing derivations can sit in the same tree structure, and both can be rechecked at
the same time, thanks to dependent types. For the purpose of incremental type checking though,
our needs are a little bit different: first, we need to record, that is to name all intermediate values of
our developments, so as to be able to address and reuse them multiple times. Secondly, we need to
make sure that those intermediate values (sub-terms) are not recorded twice, so as to not type-check
them twice: we are looking to represent syntactic and typing objects as a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) rather than a tree. Moreover, we enforce by typing a property of maximal sharing : every
different subterm can be constructed exactly once. Our system will have these properties w.r.t. LF:
• In this first iteration of the project, we do not need computations to take place within our
DAGs. Our syntax will then be restricted to product types (x : t) · t and applications;
• Every term should be a flat application of variables a ::= ~x, so that we don’t introduce
compound terms without naming them and recording their types;
• Finally we need a way to record intermediate definitions: we introduce a new kind of binder,
the equality binder (x = a) · t. We maintain the invariant that no two syntactically equal
definition can sit in the context while typing, thus guaranteeing maximal sharing among terms
and derivations.
We describe the state of a repository at a given moment by a type t in the following syntax.
Well-typed types in the repository meta-language guarantee that it contains only well-typed proofs
in the object language.
a ::= x | a x
t ::= a | s | (x : t) · t | (x = a : t) · t
From an implementation point of view, following GIT, we store these terms in a database of
objects indexed by keys, which are hash values of their contents, so that retreiving the type of a
whole term boils down to compute its hash, and look for it in the database.
Note that in this system, computation has no existence: we only provide ways to verify that
syntax and typing rules of an object language are correct. Therefore, patches – functions from
repositories to repositories – have no existence per se. A necessary enhancement of our theory would
be to consider computation as a way to apply patches as if they were constructive metatheorems.
We conjecture that it would be done by re-extending the system towards LF (adding abstraction
and reduction).
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Related work The Twelf project [Pfenning and Schu¨rmann, 1999] is an implementation of the
Logical Framework [Harper et al., 1993]. It was used in [Anderson, 1993] to devise transformations
of proofs in order to extract efficient programs. Our kernel language reformulates a fragment of LF
to make dependencies syntactically explicit.
The problems of managing a formal mathematical library have been dealt with in various proof
assistant and mathematical repositories. The HELM project [Asperti et al., 2006] was an attempt to
create a large library of mathematics, importing Coq’s developments into a searchable and browsable
database. Most ideas from this project were imported into the Matita proof assistants [Asperti et al.,
2007], especially a mechanism of invalidation and regeneration to ensure the global consistency of
its library w.r.t changes, with granularity the whole definitions or proofs and their dependencies.
The MBase project [Kohlhase and Franke, 2001] attempts at creating a web-based, distributed
mathematical knowledge database putting forward the idea of development graph [Hutter, 2000,
Autexier et al., 2000] to manage changes in the database, allowing semantic-based retrieval and
object-level dependency management.
This idea, generalized over structured, semi-formal documents gave birth to locutor [Mu¨ller and
Kohlhase, 2008], a fine-grained extension of the svn version control system for XML documents,
embedding ontology-driven, user-defined semantic knowledge which allows to go across the filesystem
border. It embeds a diff algorithm, operating on the source text modulo some equality theory to
quotient the syntax. On the same line of work, we should mention the Coccinelle tool [Padioleau
et al., 2008]. It is an evolution over textual patches, specialized on the C language, allowing more
flexibility in the matching process, and was developed to deal with the problem of collateral evolutions
in the Linux kernel. It embeds a declarative language for matching and transforming C source code,
operating on text modulo defined isomorphisms.
Our approach to the “impact of changes” problem seems novel on several aspects: first, it applies
uniformly on proofs and programming languages by virtue of the Curry-Howard isomorphism, and
because we operate at the AST level. Secondly, by taking types as witnesses for the evolution of a
development, we refine the usual, dependency-based approach for a finer granularity.
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